
PROS AND CONS OF SENTENCING GUIDELINES

The mandatory minim sentences pros and cons serve as a debate regarding the the severe sentencing guidelines that
are required by a mandatory sentence.

They have been successful in deterring crime at some level but, over the years, many people have been
voicing out against them. Naturally, this is a fictional television drama, but did you ever wonder how they are
able to say those things with such certainty? Proponents argue that a lack of sentencing guidelines opens up
the system to corruption. This also ensures that no prisoner stays in jail longer than he or she should. Attorney,
and the chief judge about the effects of crack cocaine on the nation's capital. Being imposed in various
jurisdictions as a deterrent for repeat offenders, these sentences have been incorporated into certain statutes to
prevent specific crimes from being committed, such as gun or drug crimes. These laws made jail terms
mandatory for drug dealers and anyone in possession of certain amounts of illegal drugs. Lawyers weigh in on
changes to law. Stephen Green, a 20 year old, African American, first-offender, was arrested with 70 grams of
crack by a federal undercover agent. It is used for coercion. Mandatory minimum sentences continue to be
talked about, as citizens, politicians and ex-convicts push their opinions. In Montana, the minimum mandatory
sentence for a rape conviction, based on the charges filed, was 2 years. For example, the legislative proposal
would not affect the portions of the amendment that provide enhanced sentences for the use or possession of a
weapon in the case of any drug trafficking offense or that delete the definition of "cocaine base. Minimum
mandatory sentencing laws are designed to maximize the safety aspect of prisons for a society. While Section
1 would result in the disapproval of those portions of sentencing guideline amendment number 5 that would
equalize crack and cocaine powder trafficking penalties, it would not affect other portions of the amendment.
Mar 9,  Charles Montaldo is a writer and former licensed private detective who worked with law enforcement
and insurance firms investigating crime and fraud. Many states have begun to use alternatives to imprisonment
for drug offendersâ€”usually called "drug courts"â€”in which defendants are sentenced into treatment
programs, rather than jail. They ensure that justice is served. List of Cons of Determinate Sentencing 1. Most
of the mandatory minimum sentencing laws in the United States involve drug possession, drug distribution,
and similar criminal conduct. Here are the key points of debate to look at. Saves Court Time and Money.
Other opponents to mandatory sentencing include Court Justice Anthony Kennedy, who in August in a speech
to the American Bar Association, denounced minimum mandatory prison terms. In some cases, this works
very well, but in other situations, its benefits are not always so apparent. Rehabilitation Issues. The Exeter
News-Letter. Judges sentence based on the recommendations of a jury, a plea agreement, or a bench trial.


